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My invention relates-toan' improvement carton 
handle construction and‘ deals particularly with a carton 
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handle to be used in- conjunction-with a carton containing . 
a plurality of ‘cans or similar-‘objects. ’ 7 

1n the past few years‘ more‘ andgrnorev canned goods 
have been sold in cartons. For the'merchandiser this, is 
an advantage, as it has a~tendencyto~cause thet customer 
to purchase more cans than’ might belindi-vidually pur 
chased. For the customer it-has ‘the advantage-that the 
packages taken home are‘ more readily hand-led. The use 
of such packages has been lparticul'arlyrnoticeable incon 
junction with canned1 beer‘ ‘andiproducts‘ of" this type. 
Cartons of this-type‘containin'g canned‘ goods are‘usually 
more easily handlediif they are providedrwithiaicarrier 
handle. 

An- object of the present inventiondies in the provision - 
of a simple handle which may‘be'forr'neddn the carton 
and ‘which requires-no additional- stock tolproducev. As 
the handle may be 'cutdirectly from-1 thes-paperb'oard‘of 
which the carton is formed; a handle may- be?provided 
virtually as inexpensively- asv a’ sir’n-ilarcarton ‘could be 
formed without the handle. ‘ ‘ 

A feature of the present invention lies in the‘ provision 
of a handle so designed that‘ the‘cans maytbel maintained 
in an upright position/1 during" the carrying,’ operation. 
Some difficulty isoften experienced‘ in- providing a handle 
cut from the paperboardformin-g theearton?and in which 
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the cans may be carried irra vertical position; With-the ' 
present construction the handle is formed‘which accom~ 
plishes this result and ‘provides alwid‘elarea- of connection 
between the handle and theremainderlofth'e>carton~so 
that there is little danger of breakage. 
An object of the presentfinvention lies in the-provision 

of a handle which is de?nedr-byr‘cutdines extending across 
the top panel and downwardlyi'into'lthezadjoining vside 
panels. Such a constructiorr'has been‘. previously em~ 
ployed in my application‘for-patent. Serial ;No'. 1083956, 50 

?led Augusto, l949,'now"abandoned.‘ Howeveryas‘the - 
handle was cut from the panel overlying" th'e'circ‘ular- ends 
of the cans; the-cans ‘tended‘to ‘interfere‘with'the upward 
bowing of the handle unless'itlie handle was relatively 
narrow. In the present invention the handle actually 
straddles one or morecans and is connected. to the carton 
side walls along relatively longlinesof connection. 
A feature of the present invention ‘lies in the provision 

of a carton handle which is relatively wide and which‘ is 
designed to extendacross one or more can ends}! Aper 
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tures are formed’in‘ the handle capable of accommodating ' 
the upperv extremity of the can or cansbeing bridged. As 
a result the handle is permitted ‘to bow upwardly above 
the level of the remaining portion of the top panel and 
at the same time the handle apertures engage the cans in 
such a way as to strengthen the handle. 

These and other objects and novel features of my inven 
tion will be more clearly and fully set forth in the follow 
ing speci?cation and claims. 

In the drawings forming a part of my speci?cation: 
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Figure 1 is a. perspective viewofmy' carton in closed 
position showing the handle formed vtherein. 

Figure 2. is a. view‘ similar to Figure 1 showing the 
handle in upwardly vbowed position. 

Figure 3 is a top; plan view of the ?lledcarton. 
Figure 4 is a sectional view through-the carton, the 

position of the section being indicated by the line 4-4 
of Figure 3. 

Figure 5 is a diagrammatic view- of a. carton blank from 
which thecarton may be produced. 
The carton is illustrated, in- general by the letter1A. As 

best illustrated in Figure 5 of the drawings, the-carton 
includes a bottom panellt), a side ‘wall, panel 11; a top 
panel 12, and a side wall panel 13. These panels are 
connected together along parallel fold-lines 14, 15, and. 16 
respectively. A glue ?ap 17 is'hingedly connectedalong 
a fold line 19' to thepanel 13. This glue?apzl'l is de 
signed. to overlap the. panel 10v and to bezadhesively 
secured thereto as indicated ‘in Figure 4. ‘ 

Closing flaps of suitable-design close the. ends of the 
carton; Fold lines 20 and21- de?ne the. ends of’ the 
bottom, top and sidewall panels previously described. 
All of the‘ closure ?aps are secured, tothe various panels 
along the fold lines 20 and 21. Thebottompanel 10 .is 
provided with closure ?aps 22 and 23.. The sidewall 
panel-11 is provided‘ with closure?aps 24 and 25. The 
top panel 12 is provided with closure ?aps 26 and 27. 
The side wall panel 13 is provided with closure ?aps 29 
and 30.. All of‘ the structure described to this point 
relates to a, tubular carton of :conventional type. 
The handle 31 is ,de?nedby. parallel'lines which-extend 

across theitop panel 121and. into the side wall panels 11 
and 13. For the purpose of ease in carrying, thecenter 
portion of the handle/~31’ is of reduced thickness. Fur— 
thermore, for‘ease-inengaging thehandle for lifting the 
handle out of the plane ofthe remainder of the top panel, 
portions of the top .panel‘adjacent to the-handle are cut 
away-leaving apertures ‘in the top of'the carton. These 
apertures may‘ if desired be‘omitted." 
One of the parallel lines of separation betweenthe 

handle and the carton includes a perforated line 32, a 
outline 33-and a perforated line34; all of‘ which are 
usually aligned.- Thelines 32; 33, 34‘preferably extend 
parallel to the fold'lines-20 and~21and whenthe'perfora 
tionsare broken form a continuous line of sepa'rationvfor 
one sideofthehandle'Sl. Thegperforated lines 32 and 
34 intersect the fold lines 16 and'15irespeotively ‘and ex 
tend on both sides thereof for a short distance. 

The- second parallel line“ of separation between the 
handle 31‘ and the‘ remainderof thecarton includes a 
perforated ‘line 35, alcut line 36, and. perforated line 37. 
These lines‘are usually in alignment and the perforated 
portions35and 37‘ intersect the fold lines 16' and 15 
respectively and extend on-both ‘sides thereof. ' 
‘The handle‘31 is usually de?ned along opposite sides 

by- inwardly bowed out lines 39v and 40‘ connecting the 
ends of the cut lines 33.- and 36respectively. Thearea 
between the cut lines 33‘and 39. is usually stripped out‘ as 
is also the areabetweenthe cut lines36 and 40. Alter 
natively the cut lines .33 and 36 couldbe omitted‘. and‘: the 
portions of they top panel normally stripped out could 
remain attached to the top panel 12. . v 

A fold line 41 connects the extremities of the perforated 
lines 32.and 35., this fold linepreferably.extendingpar 
zallel to the fold line 16. Similarly a fold line 42 extending 
.I'parallel to the fold line 15 connects the ends of the per 
forated lines 34 and 37. When the handle 31 is pulled 
{upwardly the handle tends to fold along the fold lines 
41 and 42 to bow upwardly as indicated in Figure 4. 
The carton A is designed to hold six cans of canned goods. 
These cans are illustrated as being arranged in three rows, 
each row containing two cans. Thus if the handle 31 is 
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to be centrally located relative to the length of the carton, 
the handle must straddle the intermediate cans 43. 

In order that the handle may bow upwardly, I provide 
apertures near opposite ends of the handle 31 designed to 
accommodate an adjoining portion of the can. An aper 
ture 44 is formed in the wall panel 13, while a similar 
aperture 45 is provided in the wall panel 11. The aper 
ture 44 is de?ned along one edge by a cut line 46 which 
substantailly corresponds to the fold line 16, or may be 
spaced parallel thereto inwardly toward the center of the 
panel 12. A curved line 47 connects the ends of the out 
line 46, this curved line 47 being spaced the greatest 
distance from the line 46 near the center of the line 46. 
The aperture 45 is similarly provided with a cut line 49 
extending along the fold line-15 or parallel thereto in 
wardly of the panel 12, and a cut line 56 of curved form 
connecting the ends of the cut line 49. 

It will be noted that as the handle 31 is engaged and 
pulled'upwardly the apertures 44 and 45 will accommo 
date the upper ends of the cans 43, permitting portions of 
the upper ends of these cans to project through the handle 
31. As a result the handle actually straddles the cans 43 
and is attached to the carton on opposite sides of these 
cans. This feature is of importance as it permits the 
handle to be connected to the carton along elongated lines 
of connection which are spaced substantially apart. This 
provides stability of the handle and also increases the 
strength thereof. 
The portions of the handle 31 to either side of the aper 

tures 44 and 45 are usually proportioned so that when the 
edges 46 and 49 of the apertures 44 and 45 are in engage 
ment with the upper ends of the cans 43, the edges of the 
handle will also engage against the cans of the next adja 
cent rows. As a result the handle is reinforced by engage 
ment with the cans and permits the cans to be carried in 
an upright position. 

In accordance with the patent statutes, I have described 
the principles of construction and operation of my carton 
handle, and while I have endeavored to set forth the best 
embodiment thereof, I desire to have it understood that 
obvious changes may be made within the scope of the 
following claims without departing from the spirit of my 
‘invention. 

I claim: 
1. A handled carton including a tubular body enclosing 

a series of aligned cylindrical objects, the body including 
a top panel overlying and parallel to the entire end of 
‘each of the cylindrical objects and a pair of side walls of 
substantially the same height as the height of the objects ' 
connected to opposite sides of said top panel and designed 
to extend along sides of the cylindrical objects, a handle 
strap de?ned by spaced out lines extending across said 
top panel and extending down into the side walls, the cut 
lines in the side walls being spaced a greater distance than 
the diameter of the cylindrical objects, the handle strap 
overlying an end of one of said cylindrical objects inter 
mediate the ends of the series of these objects and sub 
stantailly centered with respect thereto, that portion of the 
side walls between said spaced cut lines having an opening 
therethrough at the juncture between the top panel and 
the side walls, said opening having a height substantially 
equal to the length of the cut lines in the side walls and 
of a size to accommodatea portion of the'end and adjoin 
ing side wall of said one cylindrical object when the 
handle strap is ?exed out of the plane of the remaining 
portions of the top panel and carton side walls. 

2. The structure of claim 1 and in which the top panel 
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4 
is provided with openings on opposite sides of said handle 
strap. 

3. A handled carton including a tubular body enclosing 
a series of aligned cylindrical objects, the body including a 
top panel overlying and parallel to the end of each of the 
cylindrical objects, and a pair of side Walls of substan 
tially the same height as the height of the objects con 
nected at opposite sides of the top'panel and designed to 
extend along sides of the cylindrical objects, a handle 
strap de?ned by spaced cut lines extending across said top 
panel and extending down into the side walls, the cut lines 
in the side walls being spaced a greater distance than 
the diameter of the cylindrical objects, the handle strap 
overlying an end of one of said cylindrical objects inter 
mediate the ends of the series of these objects and being 
substantially centered with respect thereto, that portion of 
the side walls between said spaced out lines being cut to 
provide spaced strap portions connecting each end of said 
handle strap to a respective side wall, these strap por 
tions being foldably connected at their lower ends to said 
side walls, foldably connected at their upper ends to the 
part of said handle strap lying within said top panel, and 
separated from the side walls along the sides of the strap 
portions by the cut lines described, and a cut line adja 
cent the juncture between said top panel and said side 
walls extending to the inner edges of said spaced strap 
portions, whereby when said handle strap is ?exed up 
wardly, said strap portions may incline upwardly and 
inwardly between adjacent cylindrical objects on opposite 
sides of said one of said cylindrical objects of said series. 

4. A handled carton for containing two parallel rows 
of cylindrical objects in paired relation, the body includ 
ing a top panel overlying and parallel to the end of each 
of the cylindrical objects, and a pair of side Walls of 
substantially the same height as the height of the objects 
connected at opposite sides of the top panel and designed 
to extend along sides of the cylindrical objects parallel to 
the two lines thereof, a handle strap de?ned by spaced cut 
lines extending across said top panel and extending down 
into the side walls, the cut lines in the side walls being 
spaced apart a greater distance than the diameter of the 
cylindrical objects, the handle strap overlying an end of 
one pair of cylindrical objects intermediate the ends of the 
rows of these objects and being substantially centered 
with respect thereto, that portion of the side walls between 
said spaced cut lines being cut to provide spaced strap 
portions connecting each end of said handle strap to a 
respective side wall, these portions being foldably con 
nected at their lower ends to said side walls, foldably 
connected at their upper ends to the part of said handle 
strap lying within said top panel, and separated from the 
side walls along the sides of the strap portions by the cut 
lines described, and a out line adjacent the juncture 
between said top panel and said side walls extending to 
the inner edges of said spaced strap portions, whereby 
when said handle strap is ?exed upwardly, said strap 
portions may incline upwardly and inwardly between 
adjacent cylindrical objects on opposite sides of said one 
of said cylindrical objects of said series. 
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